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Monday, December 1, 1980

Supre01e Court To Act
On Draft Equality Case
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Supreme Court action on a crucial
sexual equality case could end
military draft registration or answer
some emotional arguments about
the Equal Rights Amendment.
The justices are expected to act
soon on a Vietnam war-era
challenge that claims male-only
draft
laws
are
sexually
discriminatory.
Ruling last July in a 9-year-old
case, a special three-judge court in
Philadelphia struck down maleonly draft registration on grounds it
discriminates against men by excluding women.
"An aura of male chauvinism
permeated congressional attitudes
toward women in the military"
when the Military Selective Service
Act was passed in 1948, the threejudge court noted, The act excluded
women from the draft, and women
are now barred by current military
practice from combat duty.
The Philadelphia decision would
have forced the government to stop
the current registration program or
include women, but Justice William
Brennan suspended it until the
Supreme Court could decide
whether to hear arguments in the
case or uphold the finding.
The all,male high court could
have some difficulty sorting out the

Congress in Last Week

I

WASHINGTON (UPI) - There
are
only a handful of major bills on
a.:"" ·, : \II> *"'
the
agenda as the lame duck
·~·
....
Congress limps into its final week
t"li-'
Monday, planning to dump most
.j_·
-_.
important decisions onto the new
In a weekend soccer game, a player shows the anguish ot a missed block. (Photo by Nancy Benson) Congress that will take office in
January.
Numerous minor bills are expected to see action. however, in
the usual end-of-session scramble
to salvage as much as possible of
the work done over the past two
years before the planned Friday
adjournment.
In the Senate, the only major bill
expected to reach the floor .is the
$6.9 billion revenue .sharing bill
passed earlier by the House.
philosophy and literature. They bilingual aspect of New Mexico.
Phoebe Latimer
The House is expected to conalso have a large number of fullGriego said he believed that
The agreement between UNM time professors engaged entirely in recent immigration to the United sider the Surface Transportation
and the National University of research in the different depart- States from Mexico has been a big
Mexico (UNAM) is not only a pact ments throughout the school.
factor in reopening interest in the
that represents close cultural ties
"It is a broad, across the board country.
and cooperation, but one of vast type of agreement that covers
"You
might say we've
significance.
everything from the law school, rediscovered Mexico, •• Sanchez
Recently, Professor Richard medical school, educaton, arts and commented.
Griego, Associate Provost Alex sciences and engineering,'' Sanchez
The renewed interest in the pact
Sanchez and Professor Oavid said.
is the result of a resurgence of
George J. Maloof, prominent
Madel visited the university in
''The med school and law schools interest in Mexico and the study of
businessman, sportsman and civic
Mexico City to deliver the signed have already signed their own Latin A'merica, Sanchez said.
The basic pact is not an leader, died about 8 a.m. Saturday
agreement between the two schools. specific agreements within this
The meeting, or convenio, agreement that specify certain types agreement that began with the of a heart attack. He was 57.
represents the beginning of a of activities that they wiD carry out. official negotiations in October,
Maloof's business interests in•
symbolic and historical relationship We anticipate that the other 1979, but is a res'illt of close, eluded the state's Coors beer
a
liquor
between UNM and tJNAM.
departments and colleges will be personal ties that have developed distributorships,
''This agreement with UNAM willing to do the same thing," between the two schools over the distributing company, a trucking
past few years, Sanchez em- company, control of the First
has the potential to be most Sanchez said.
National Bank in Albuquerque,
significant (agreement) beyond any
Sanchez commented that UNAM phasized.
question for us. Just by the is especially interested in UNM
"The University of Mexico has ownership of the Houston Rockets
magnitude, t~e prestige, the because of the way New Mexico said they want to ma~e sure that the basketball team and a chain of eight
history, the size and the number of Hispanics have assimilated into the convenio is not just a formal hotels.
Maloof was chaitrnan of the New
publications that the school has," American culture.
agreement and that it is actually
said Maciel, history professor and
"They've seen that New Mexico translated into actions that will Mexico State Racing Commission,
acting director of the Southwest not only represents the United State provoke interaction between chairman of the state's U.S.
Hispanic Research Institute.
cultures, but a blend with the faculty members and students," he Olympic Committee and he also
supported several amateur athletic
UNAM boasts 200,000 students, Mexican culture that is very stressed.
a publication of two books .a day unique,'' Sanchez said.
Griego, also ditector of the teams.
and an international reputation in
A business associate and
Griego, professor of math and Southwest Resource Centet for
the schools of medicine, law, statistics, said they are most irt- Science and Engineering, said that Spokesman for the Maloof family,
anthropology, art history, theater, terested in studying this biculturalL.W. Reynolds, said that Maloof
continued on page 7
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strictly legal issues in the case from
the philosophical questions.
Although the actual role of women
in the military is not at issue in the
appeal, it underlies it.
Opponents of the Equal Rights
Amendment have argued its
adoption could mean an equal
opportunity for women to die in
combat. lf women are equally liable
to conscription, the reasoning goes,
could it be long before they shared
fully in the dangers of military
service?
The case before the high court
was initiated by anti-war protesters
in 1971 but it languished when the
draft ended. Interest was revived
when registration resumed this
spring for 4 million young men.
In its appeal to the high court,
the government said the ruling
allows the courts to direct "how
our armed forces shall attend to the
business of national defense."
It argued Congress intended "all
potential conscripts - whether or
not destined for combat assignments - should be combat-capable
so as to permit the armed forces the
most flexible use of a finite number
of personnel."
That "flexibility" would be
reduced if the draft pool were
diluted with women barred from
combat roles, it said.
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Compact With Mexico University
Thought 'Most Significant' Here

Act which provides for highway
and mass transit programs.
Several appropriations bills may
be passed in the final week, but
most federal spending is expected t()
go forward under. a continuing
resolution.
Among the major money bills
not yet passed are those covering
the Departments of State,
Treasury, Agriculture, Labor,
Defense and Health and Human
Services.
All of these bills, which are for
the fiscal year which started Oct. 1,
will fall into Ronald Reagan's
hands when he becomes president,
and it is probable some of these
departments will run most or all of
the year without permanent apcontinued on page 3

Civic Leader George Maloof
Dies at 57 of Heart Attack
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went to Friday's Lobo basketball
game with his wife, Colleen, and
two guests.
After the game, he stopped at his
newest enterprise, the Classic
Hotel, where he became ill.
He was admitted to Presbyterian
Hospital at about 10 p.m. Friday
evening and died the next morning.
Reynolds said Maloof had no
history heart trouble.

of

He is survived by his wife; four
sons, Joseph, 25, Gavin. 24,
George Jr., 16 and Phillip. 13; a
daughter, Adrienne, 19; two
brothers, Michael and Philip; and
two sisters, Mary Jean Koury and
Helen Sei, all of Albuquerque.
Services will be held at 10 a.m.
today in Our Lady of Fatima
Church, SOO Morningside N.E..
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World News

by United Press International

Requins Wins in Scrabble
NEW YORK - An man who
has been playing Scrabble for
Jess than a year defeated New
York's Scrabble sharpies
Sunday, thanks to his computer,
his mother-in-law and a maneating shark.
Michael Wolfberg, 38, a
computer programmer from
Concord, Mass., credited
practice with a computer back
home for his victory over more
than 200 other Scrabblers here.
Wolfberg said he started
playing Scrabble seriously in
February, his interest in word
games piqued by a "Boggle set
my mother-in-law gave me for

Christmas." It was only a short
leap from Boggle to Scrabble,
said Wol fberg.
The computer, Wolfberg said,
helpfully "looked up the words I
missed and the most likely words
J could get" to score the most
points.
One of his big weekend coups
was "rect(lins," the plural of the
name of a man-eating shark,
according to Webster's Dictionary.
"It's a shark or something,"
he said after finishing the game.
"I do know it's something that
swims.''

Use of 'Survival~ Training Camps
Defended by Ku Klux Klan Leader
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - A Ku
Klux Klan leader said Sunday the
use of paramilitary training camps
is "nothing worse than the Boy
Scouts," and children as young as 8
are being taught guerrilla warfare
tactics.
"Instead of playing baseball or
out kicking a football around they
are learning how to survive," said
Louis Beam, grand dragon of the
Texas based Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan.
Beam was one of 50 Klansmen
attending a "national leadership

Women IRA Members Join Hunger Strike
BELFAST, Northern Ireland governments that have "for four the hunger strikers and the IRA has
(UP!) Three jailed women years treated our demands for threatened violent reprisals if any
members of the Irish Republican POW status with contempt," the of them die.
Army said Sunday they will join the statement said.
Seven IRA men held in the Maze
hunger-to-death strike by male
Two of the women, Mairead
terrorists demanding to be prison at Long Kesh have been on Farrell, 23., and Mairead Nugent,
recognized as prisoners of war.
hunger strike for 36 days to back 20, have been part of the "dirty
The three women, all convicted their claim for political status. They protest" at Armagh Jail since 1978.
terrorists serving eight to 15-year had previously been part of the They are already allowed to wear
sentences in Armagh Jail south of "dirty protest" in which prisoners civilian clothes but are now
Belfast, will start their hunger wear blankets rather than prison demanding the right to organize
themselves along POW lines and
strikes Monday, the IRA said in a uniforms, and deface their cells.
British Prime Minister Margaret not do prison work, and other
statement.
The women will starve them- Thatcher has dismissed any privileges denied to convicted
selves to death and blame British possibility of a compromise with criminals.

conference'' at the BirminghamJefferson County Civic Center.
Spokesman claimed 250 Klansmen from 30 states were
represented, but no more than 50
took part in a day-long conference
and cross burning late Saturday.
The Klan has never revealed its
membership.
Beam said a third "survival
camp" would open in Texas early
next year. Two others, one near
Anahuac, Texas, have been
operating for five years, he said.
"We are operating just as legally
as the Boy S~outs, Girl Scouts or
U.S. Army," he said. "We are no
worse than the Boy Scouts."
In addition to men and women,
Beam said children as young as 8
years old are being taught the basics
of weaponry and survival.
''I would even like to start them a
little younger, maybe at 6, because I
believe young white boys are
capable of handling it at that age,"
he said. "We do not mean to train
anyone to promote racial warfare.
(But) it is realistic to assume that it
could happen. We could find
ourselves in a situation where our
goverment is threatened.
"We are training our members to
protect our familie.~. teaching them
how to use AR-15 semi-automatics
and how to survive. There will be

no Pearl Harbors for the white
people of this country. We will be
ready,"
Beam refused to disclose just
how many people are being trained
at the camps, but conceded it is a
relatively small number.
"But numbers aren't important," he said. "If you want to
talk about numbers, look at how
the people on the Mayflower felt
with 3 V. million savages waiting in
the wilderness.''
Don Black, Alabama Grand
Dragon of the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan, said his faction has no
paramilitary camps but defended
their purpose.
"The issue is survival or the
white race," he said. "We want to
take America back from those who
stole it."
There is at least one KKK
paramilitary camp near Cullman in
north Alabama, but it is operated
by Bill Wilkinson's Invisible
Empire, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan.
Black moved his faction's
headquarters From Louisiana to
Tuscumbia, Ala., last summer after
David Duke resigned as grand
dragon. Black has charged that
Wilkinson's group is prone to
violence, while his works within the
system for peaceful change.

TONIGHT-I'M TIRED
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GOOD IDEA!
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PIIOTO SESSIONS BEGIN SOO~!THIS
YEAR I'M GOING TO G!:T JNVOI..IJED
IIELP THEM OIJT!
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continued from page 1
propriations legislation.
Even before the old Congress
passes into history, attention has.
shifted to the new 97th Congress
which for the first time in 26 years
will see the Republican party in
charge of one house, the Senate,
Senate Republicans decided not
to wait for the new Congress to
organize themselves. They will elect
their new leadership Tuesday.
Howard Baker of Tennessee will
become Senate majority leader

Colorado Officials
Test New Prison
DENVER
Colorado
lawmakers will be jailed later this
week.
The lawmakers, along with state
officials and reporters, will be
locked up for 21 hours Dec. 5 at the
state's new $12.5 million maximum
security prison near Canon City.
They accepted invitations from
the Colorado Department of
Corrections to become the first
residents of the facility to which
inmates will be transferred
beginning Dec. 22.
·
"We had to have some kind of
dry run to test the new prison and
food cart system for feeding the
inmates who will be confined
there," James Ricketts, state
corrections chief said.
Ricketts said the new maximum
security prison will be open for
publicinspection on Dec. 7.

despite conservatives' m1sg1V1ngs
about his ideological purity.
But battles are shaping up
between conservatives and liberals
over two other GOP Senate
leadership posts.
Outgoing campaign committee
chair.man John Heinz of Pennsylvania wants to switch jobs with
conference chairman and fellow
GOP liberal Bob Packwood of
Oregon,
who
was
Heinz'
predecessor.
James McClure of Idaho, a
conservative, is challenging Heinz,
who won the campaign post two
years ago by a single vote over
another western conservative, Orrin
Hatch of Utah.
Robert Dole of Kansas, former
party chairman and a conservative,
considered challenging Packwood,
but told UPI Friday Packwood
apparently has enough votes to win.
He said if the situation is unchanged Monday, he will not
contest the race.
The leaders usually are not
selected until the first day of the
new session, but most, if not all, of
the 16 new Republican senators
who take office in January will be
in Washington this week for
orientation.

Jill Wixted, third place winner in the Lobo coloring contest, seems a little less than thrilled at her
live turkey prize. Wixted said she would not let her father kill the turkey. Other winners in the adult
division, Michael Haser and Jane Avery, should pick up their awards in the Lobo newsroom Monday
(see story this page). (Photo by Helen Gaussoin)

2216 Central S. E.
265-5986

Pick Up Prizes!

(Adverlisemenl)

LETS CATCH A MOVIE

Lame Duck Congress
Will Adjourn Friday

I

No LONGER WILL. THEY ACC.IJSE'

.z-z-z.-z.

COl.L.EC:.E 57UCJEfirs OF APATIIY!
We WILL Be: AN Acnl/c FORCE
nt:l.t'llllo

I

MoLD THE: FlfTIJRE'!

I

Winners of the recent coloring
contest sponsored by the Daily
Lobo; must pick up their prizes no
later than today in Marron Hall,
Room 105, or the prizes will be
Forfeited. Prizes that have not been
picked up are first prize in the adult
division, a duck, which goes to
Michael Haser, a chicken for
second place in the adult division,
going to Jane Avery, and . third
prize in the children's division,
drawing materials, which goes to
Dylan Army.

l'l' l'I'WI')1)')'))

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepperand Medium Beverage

S179 with coupon

Reg. $2.11
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
...
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW
expires 1217180

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

ree

A bowl
o11r spiey Green
Chili Ste'v, 11o11r tortilla &
small §Oft drink

11111111111
--·---·
Buy 1 sandwich get one
of equal value for free

5 1.39

With the purchase of tWo
large soft drinks

Y)l)1)~Ip)~\)~1Y.lWl))1)1W)W)"')1~)- 1@~WiPY~ilWYJI11YYWa'WYil-~l

2 for 1.drinks Tuesday 7 to 11 P.M.
Now featuring "Tim 0' Rourke" in the Lounge. (By the fireplace.)

MONTANA MINING .BSTAVBANT

Valid aU clay E"pires December 19, 1980

with coupon

2292 Wyoming
behind
Elliots Nest

one per customer

1111

294·5080
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Editorial

DOONESBURY

Strong Klan Emerges, Unopposed
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Commentary

Klan-Scout Story Upsets Reader
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Future

25th's Lobo.,

·~ ~ ""!:,~e ...,::;se! ~·
:":;;·,.,.,g~~e~ ar::c.'e

get The editoriai re-ferred. to a
"iJ'~ t~e sa-me day. Klan Runs
S:;rvua! Camp \ don·t c"air"l to know what your

ca-;r.g,o..Jrd or, Exp•or.r:g and the Scout program that
s<.~ppo•ls 1t ;s. tlut a'!ow me to quickly summarize
- Pf:
i '"'a•e >",orked through the ranks of the
S:.c:.trg p•cg•a..,., crc:ud'r.g the Eagle scout award. I
•.-e~, ,..,e~t on !o become enthusiastically involved in
~~e Ex;:;;'.ln:g program. I have been involved with four
Ext -:;rer p-:;s:s d•rectiy and wi1h over 100 indirectly in
:repast 7 years Recent:y, I have worked closely with
~\'\~'s
'<h;e President ''Swede" Johnson in
·e-:;•ga..,,z ng 1h1s crapter of Alpha Phi Omega - the
s~-:;~tcng oriented service fraternity. Also. the Campus
»o··:;e Depar.~ent of u~.;M has sponsored an Explorer
Post, ar:d the Astronomy Physics Department is
-:~·rem;, ,,,., the process of sponsoring a new Post. I
•eel that "~Y background gives me the amount of
<:.red,bllity needed to intelligently write about this
s.-b;ect, something you obviously facie
Let me exp!ain a few things to your readers about
tre Exp!01mg program. It is a program designed to
ser;;e the youth of our country between the ages of
14-21 regardless of sex, creed, or color. The program's
goa:s are to provide an atmosphere for these young
peop!e to develop leadership skills and to explore
sorPe area of interest that they may be interested in. In

tn!s scout counc•l a 'o11e, a young man or woman can
exp'cre such th<r1gs as hot-air bal:ooning, medical
sk '.S,
camping.
backpacking, aviation,
auto
.rr:echanics. and rive' rafting just to name a few. The
p•o::ess invo!ved in forming an Explorer Post that is
char.er.ed by the Boy Scouts of America is not
comp;icated. A sponsor is found to provide the
leadership and meet1ng places for the post. The
copy[ighted article run in your paper explicitly states
that the "Pest" had not been fully chartered by the
BSA. It also does not say anything about a sponsoring
institution. Well let me say that. there is no such thing
as ar. Explorer Post, and I quote from the article, "not
fully chartered by the Boy Scouts of America",
especially with no sponsor. This group of boys was
only hosted by the Marine Corps Reserve.
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My concern is that it must be made clear to the
UNM student body and all other readers of the Lobo
that the BSA would never sanction such an activity as
was described in both the article and your ficticious
editorial, and it never has. There are many students
and professors on campus who have worked very hard
in this program to make it the worthwhile thing it has
become. My suggestion to you and the readers of this
paper is to seek out one of the thousands of people
involved with the program tOday and get the real story
on the Exploring program that is happening right now
all around us.

1:

Ken Dickinson
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Going to the movies has been something I have enjoyed for years. Even
a period of working in commercial films did not drive me away from
features, although it did increase my awareness of where the camera was
and how it was moving, of where the lights were and why. After I had
been away from film-making for a time, I was once again able to see the
story, enjoy the turns of plot, and generally feel like a just another
customer watching $3.50 worth of escape, or relevant social commentary,
depending.
This is not a review of a movie, but I would like to mention my own
system of rating films. In Albuquerque, the standard price for a recent
feature-length picture is about $3.50. My rating of a film is the price I
would have liked to have paid to see it.
It used to be easier to count on entertainment from any given picture on
a weekend night. Movies used to cost less to make, distribute, and advertise. There were more of them. The competition was more intense.
Now, with feature budgets regularly running in the tens of millions, there
are fewer films coming out. Those that sre produced are made less risky.
Their appeal is more general. They tend more toward escape than story·
telling or commentary.
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1 remember a time when a theatre was expected to shoW a cartoon
between showings of the feature. They could round out the length of the
film to a even quarter hour, and even latecomers could see the opening
frames of the feature. Not so anymore. The great room full of seats and a
screen is flooded with light, half-populated with strangers, as all await the
coming of the show. Some of the mystery goes in that light, and its
passing is not helped by the hawking of wares.
At some point before the feature there is the inevitable fire law warning.
The audience always at least giggles at the phrase 'smoking materials. • We
are then subjected to a pitch against littering the theatre. Come on • , . If I
can buy a large box of candy for 39 cents retail that the theatre sells to their
captive rrtarket'for 65 cents, isn't it adding insult to injury to play on guilt
feelings about littering? Since the mark-up over wholesale is at least 100%,
the theatre could solve their litter problem with a nickle deposit redeemable
on every whole wrapper, popcorn box, and drink cup. Whoever cleans the
floor could handle the deposit exchange.
There was one bright point in the weekend. After one show I smiled at a
theatre employee on my way out. She responded, ''Thankyou for coming.
Have a good weekend." I was stunned. As I went back to thank her for her
wishes 1 heard her say the same to other people leaving. A breath of
humanity amid all those color-coordinated carpets was quite refreshing. 1
may even go back.
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Ar\s
Center tor \he

Problem: SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Solution: AN HP CALCULATOR.
For someone this Chnstmas,
happiness will be a Hewlett·
Packard calculator. Choose from a
full line of calculators for science,
engineering, business and students:

Perhaps you remember the preview for a Chevy Chase film (the name of
which honestly escapes me) that purported to be a clip for theatre owners
only. Chase mentioned the selling points of the film: it had double level
humor; the kids wouldn't understand, but the parents would break up - it
had no sex scenes (couldn't risk that R reting); but it had plenty of violence
- there was even a long boring section in the middle; people would go out
and patronize the popcorn counter. In short, the preview mentioned the
things that everyone knows, as they say, but that we all put up with.
Over this Thanksgiving break, I have been out to several movies. After
paying my $3.50 1 was treated to several things, some offensive, others
merely tiresome. One film had no less than four previews for other films.
Fame, horror, and escape were represented. One of the "previews" was
for a movie that has been showing in Albuquerque since last June.
Preview is not the name for this. I paid to see an advertisement. Following
the well disguised ads for other films came thinly disguised ads. We had a
few minutes of dancing girls and comedy for a popular car and Arthur C.
Clarke for a magazine. It was a pleasure, at first, to see Clarke. I thought
for a moment that I was seeing the theatre equivalent of a public service
announcement. Then the talk of the future faded into the commercial
pitch.
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Wanted: Daffy Duck,
Roadrunner, and Bugs
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by Garry Trudeau
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Unlllcts '

Christmas Sale Price:
HP-32E .....•.•..•.•..•.•. $49.50
HP-33C ••••.• , ..•.•.••.•• $80.50
HP-37E ..•....•.•.••. , ••• , $60.00
HP-38E .• , .••..••.•.....• , $99.00
HP-38C •.•.•..... , ..• , • , • $130.00
HP-34C ••• , .••..........• $130.00
HP-4IC ..•••• , •.•••..• , .• $259.50
Hl-67 .•... , ..••..••••.•. $279,00
Sale ends Dec. 24. Quantities limited.

Software and many outstanding
peripherals are available for the
HP-41C system. A portable
printer, a card reader, memory
modules or any one of the useful
Solutions Books add long·lastmg
functional value to the expandable
HP·41C.
And HP accessories make
perfect stocking stuffers; Reserve
Power Pacs, DC Rechargers. hard
leather cases and a host of others.

F/i~ HEWLETT
~.~PACKARD

s~ ~~ StMe. 'J.e.
2122 Central SE 243·1777

American .Express,
Mastercard and Visa
Welcome

.
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Air Force ROTC Cadets Receive
Soloing Wings After First Flight
J. Sicholson
Two senior Air Fcr.:e ROTC
cadets recehed their soloing wings
through the Flight Instruction
Program !FIP) at the c:-;~1 detachment.
Cadets I\ ho are in thdr last \'ear
of ROTC and'' ho have not already
re.:ei1ed a Federal AYiation
Administration Pilot's certificate
are eligibie.
Cadets John Lanctot, 22, and
Katie Cre1 cling, 23, completed
their solo !lights, which usually
in1ohe a series of flying
techniques, touch and go landings
and regular take-offs at Coronado
Airport, Cadet Commander Bruce
Irion said.

Cadets must first be accepted hours of flight instruction.
One of the old Air Force
into the AFROTC Pilot ca,tegory,
which is competitive. Cadets must traditions i~ to hose down the cadet
stringent
medical with champagne or water and cut
meet
qualifications in order to be his shirt-tails off after the solo.
Creveling avoided getting wet, but
considered, Irion said.
Cadets then join the FIP, if Lanctot got thoroughly soaked.
eligible, and through federal Air Both received their soloing wings,
Force funding, receive the ground one set from Coronado airport and
school required to pass the FAA another from the local ROTC
Private Pilo.t's examination and 25 detachment, Irion said.
Lanctot and Creveling will both
hours of night instruction applkable to a private pilot's license, graduate in May and will have
completed 25 hours of flight inIrion said.
Ground school includes in- !.truction prior to their com>truction in meteorology, principles missionings, he added.
Both will then go into the initial
of flight, radio communications
phase of pilot training for about
and FAA regulations.
Cadets must have completed one year and will probably fly T-37
their solo flight before they finish 10 or T-38 aircraft, he said.

PYRAMID YOUR BOOKS
·or·

KNME Seeks $85,000
From Donation Drive
Betl Mlll11ne:~:
KNME-TV 5, a pubic broadcasting affiliate, began a nine-day
pledge fund drive Saturday to
continue through Sunday, Dec. 7,
for its fall public awareness and
fundraising line-up.
The fund drive is featuring a
series of documentaries, musical
shows, dramas, comedies and
varieties in an effort to reach a goal
of$85,000.
Documentaries include several
Jacques Cousteau specials, a
survival film offering a close-up
look at the endangered humpback
whale and films featuring Dr. Leo
Buscaglia.
The musical shows cover such
items as the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Yoshimi
Takeda, a Luciano Pavarotti
Christmas special, and big band
nostalgia, GI JIVE, which recreates
electric atmosphere of the stage
door canteens.
Some of the specials scheduled
for the Pledge Week include
Oklahoma!, Monday evening;
documentary, A Man named Vince
Lombardi, Thursday evening;
Dancing Princess, a fairy tale on
Saturday; and Art of Being Fully
Human, on Sunday.
Channel S's major monetary
provider is the government. About
46 percent of the television station's
budget comes from the state, 22
percent from Washington and 11
percent from UNM and the
Albuquerque Public Schools. The
viewing community provides 21
percent of the station's operating
budget.
Another source of income for the
TV station is a relatively new
process called corporate underwriting. This is a process by
which businesses, corporations,

individuals, trusts, foundations and
other organizations can provide
funds for acquiring and broadcasting public television programs.
Promotions director for Channel
5, Oreg L. Peterson, said that while
commercial stations are paid by
networks for broadcasting many
programs, public television stations
must buy most of their programs.
"KNME recently received the
PBS Award for having the most
improved
fundraising
drive,"
Peterson said. "There was a 95
percent monetary increase and a
110 percent increase in contributors,"
He said the viewers are beginning
to realize that KNME offers more
than just instructional and
educational programming.
He added that most programs
aired on Channel S are more
"thought-provoking" and offer
more substance to the viewers than
some of the "more mundane and
ludicrous shows" that commercial
stations offer the public.
"The programs aired on KNME
actually get our viewers involved
and make them think," he said.
"They (audiences) become a
necessary part of the viewing
process rather than a sponge absorbing everything that's fed to
them."
Peterson said that in a one-week
viewing period, KNME has one of
the top five most viewed television
stations in the nation.
"We will continue the quality of
our programming," he said, "to
support the public service that
deserves public support."
He e11plained that for acquiring
quality programming, an $85,000
goal is a bare minimum, and that
any additional funds over this goal
will go toward purchasing more
popular shows.

Adams Trust To Establish Scholarships
For UNM, City Nursing School Students
A newly formed trust in
Albuquerque will establish several
scholarships for students at the
UNM College of Nursing and the
Presbyterian Hospital Center/T-V!
School of Practical Nursing.
The estate of William Boyd
Adams has named both institutions
to share the yearly income of the
Agnes Ripple Adams Trust. Agnes
Ripple Adams, Adams' wife, was
formerly a nurse.
In his will, Adams directed the
Albuquerque National Bank to act
as trustee and distribute the funds
to the UNM Board of Regents and
the governing board of the

Presbyterian
Hospital
Center
Auxiliary. Scholarships are to be
administered under regulations
developed by the UNM College
Nursing faculty, officers of the
Presbyterian
Hospital
Center
Auxiliary and the PHC/T-VI
School of Practical Nursing
faculty.
Adams said the scholarships
from the fund should be awarded
on the basis of need.
"We're absolutely delighted at
the receipt of the funds from the
trust," said Jan Micali, director of
the PHC/T-Vl School of Practical
Nursing.

After the signing of a joint
agreement this month by ad·
ministrators of UNM and the
Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico (UNAM), plans are
being made to implement cultural
e11change programs between
student and faculty and interaction
between administrators at both
schools.
Director of the Southwest
Hispanic Research Institute at
UNM, David R. Marcie!, said that
exchange between faculty members
of the two universities could begin
as early as the end of the spring
semester 1981, with student e1Cchange beginning about August,
1981.
Some of the students from
UNAM are expected to come to
UNM
to study computer
technology, Maciel said.
Plans are expected to be made
firmer at a meeting between
representatives of the two schools
next February in Mexico, he said.
He said UNAM is not as advanced as UNM in computer
technology and has fewer
professors in that field.

SELL 'EM FOR CASH!
Even if you didn't buy them from us
you can sell them back
at

He said the school is more advanced in the social sciences,
humanities and medicine.
Maciel said he had been a visiting
professor at UNAM and found the
school was interested in publicizing
the Mexican history and culture,
with particular interest directed
toward communication with
Hispanic people of the United
States Southwest.
Maciel said UNAM's president,
Dr. Guillermo Soberon, signed the
agreement last week while he
(Maciel) and two other UNM
representatives were in Mexico City
in place of UNM President William
E. Davis, who earlier signed the
agreement, and Provost McAllister
H. Hull, Jr.
Cultural groups from UNAM are
expected to come to UNM to
participate in symposia in 1981.
Also expected to visit UNM are
presidents from the Mexican
university's branch campuses.
Maciel said Soberon is expected
to come to visit the main UNM
campus, while Davis and Hull are
expected to travel south of the
border to see Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico some time
next year.

the common crowd.
DOSEQUIS

The uncommon import
with two X\ for a name.
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Dine in Atmosphere at P.N~rs
Full Service Cafeteria
201 Redondo Drive

Nutritional)~ Complete Break.fasts /f.
and Con~ntent~l Br~~kfasts
~-

VJ1

6:30-8:30, 82.25 & s1.2"

'

Whole Lu~ehes Ineluding
Salad & Sandwieh Bar
11:00-1:00,$2.50

Pact With ·Mexico Significant

STUDENT BOOK STORE

continued from page 1
UNAM is especially interested in
the study of science and technology
atUNM.
Griego said that in addition to
the labs at Los Alamos, the
students ate also interested in
learning English. He emphasized
that the majority of textbooks and
manuals in science and technology
are written in English.
Although sped fie details of the
agreement have yet to be worked
out, funding for the programs will

2122 Central Ave, SE
9am-5:30pm Mon·Fri; 10am-5pm Sat.

come both from the individual
colleges and the university as a
whole.
In commenting about the
favorable reaction he has heard
about the agreement between UNM
and UNAM, Sanchez Said, "I've
had people from different parts of
the state call me and tell me they
think it's about time we had an
agreement like this."
"It was long overdue," added
Maciel. "Sometimes yo•J just need
the right chemistry.''
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Both institutions are now
drawing up guidelines to determine
which students will be eligible for
the new scholarships.

Double cross

Universities To Implement
Cultural Exchanges in 1981
Marc L. Mervis

The new scholarships may create
opportunities in nursing for people
previously unable to enroll in either
institution as well as help current
students finish their studies. "In the
past," Micali said, "we've had
excellent students who were unable
to complete the practical nursing
program because of financial
difficulties. The Agnes Ripple
Adams Trust will do much to help
these students."
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Full Course Dinners
4:30-6:00, 82.75

LATHE
POSADA
INN
277-5414
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Index Compares Grocery Prices in Albuquerque

Arts

Robert Sanchez

Con iff's Furr's
Albertson's
Zuni& Alfa Beta 4th & Montgom.
San Mateo Montgom. Montano & Penn.
Bananas
per lb.
Bread 16 o:t. whoht wheat
Rainbow

.39

.39

.39

Safaway Smith's
Girard
Food King
Market Shop Rite Mont. & Yale
&Coal
1403 Girard 4910 Lomas Juan Tabo

.33

.33

.39

.33

.39

.86

.87

.89

.f!l

.85

.89

oz. I
.89

.79
SJ.lBCiel

NA

NA

NA

NA

.79

NA

.33

.69

.64

.69

special
.49

.59

•59

.96

.89

.95

.95

1.17

.95

.96

.85

Lettuce- Iceberg
per lb. or head

.59 lb.

,79 Ba

.49

.59ea

.49ea .59

.55ea

.69aa

Orange Juice1eoz.can
Minute Maid

1.29

1.19

NA

1.29

1.55

1.27

1.29

1.29

Store Brand

1.14

.99

NA

1.09

1.23

NA

1.09

NA

1.19

under
121bs.
.99

.99

.98

Store Brand
Cranberry Sauce
16 oz. Ocean Spray
Eggs- Medium
dozen store brand

Turkey
Butterball par lb.

Seethe
Country

(24

.ffl
(24 oz.l
.77
special
.48

.99

.99

.98

1.09

....ICE:

at the same
Old Price
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NATIONAL STU DENT
EXCHANGE
Attend any of 43 schools nationwide
Pay N.M. in-state tuition (must be resident)
Sophomore or Junior next year
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Come to 109 Scholes Hall

Skills Center
Workshops for the week of
December 1
Math 1 00 Unit 1 0
English 1 00 Thesis Support
Math and English Workshops will be
held at the regular times

Special Workshops
(you must sign up for these at the
Skills Center before attending)
Mon(12-1) Preparing for finals 1-2pm
T ue(12-2) Taking objective tests 1-2pm
Fri( 12·5) Taking Essay exams 11 am-12pm
Skills Center 3rd floor Zimmerman Library

277·4560
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The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG)
recently completed a grocery price
index for several stores chosen
randomly in Albuquerque. The
grocery price index compares the
same foods from the stores chosen.
The inde.x alw compares in·
dependent stores with chain stores.
The conclusions drawn from the
index are that small stores tend to
be more expensive than chain stores
because they have to pay more for
the items they purchase.
For more personal service,
smaller stores may be better. It is
quite likely that a small store may
give credit to a long-time, trusted
student customer.
For a wide variety of food items,
a large store may be better because
they not only carry name brands
but many carry generic brands and
some have their own brand items .
The store whose name most often
appeared when comparing the
lowest prices from the various
stores was the Safeway store on
Fourth and Griegos.
"We hope to compare prices
about once a month," said Vicky
Marquez, who was in charge of the
PIRG study, ''because the prices of
food change so often.''
For more information about the
study, call NMPIRG at 277-2757.
(The store brand may not only
mean food produced by that store
chain. It may also mean the only
brand that the store carries.)

Researcher
To Speak
On Cancer
A professor from the University
of Texas System Cancer Center,
who has done notable work in the
formulation of the fluid-mosaic
model of cell membrane structure
and behavior, will present two
seminars Tuesday on the UNM
campus.
The professor, Garth L.
Nicolson, is also chairman of the
Department of Tumor Biology,
University of Texas System Cancer
Center, M.D. Anderson Hospital
and Tumor Institute, in Houston.
The first seminar that Nicolson
will present is entitled "Cellular
Interactions During Blood-borne
Melanoma and Lymphosarcoma
Tumor Metastasis" and is
scheduled for noon Tuesday in
Room 345 of the Basic Sciences
Building at the School of Medicine.
The second seminar, entitled
"Mechanism of Cell Entry and
Toxicity Toward Tumor Cells of
the Ricinus Communis Plant Toxin
Ricin," is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 139 of the
Biology Building, Main Campus.
His visit is sponsored jointly by the
Department of .Biology and the
Department of Pathology,

Photo Sessions
Set for Yearbook
Photo sessions For graduating
seniors for the 198D-81 Mirage
yearbook will be Dec. I through 5
in the Annex area by Cas a del Sol in
the basement of the SUB.
Freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors will be photographed,o·
during a session scheduled for
sometime during the Spring
semester. Photo sessions are free to
all students. This year's Mirage is
$7.95 plus $1.50 for post&ge and
handling. Order forms will be
available at the photo session and is
the only time students can purchase
yearbooks.
.
Anyone having questions about
the ycnrbook should contact
Georgine Stob at the Student
Activities Center, Roo111 I 06 in the
SUB, 277-4706.
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NBC Is Top Network
For Nightly Violence
WASHINGTON (UPI) NBC is the No. 1 network for
prime time violence this year,
but CBS produced the most
violent Saturday morning
cartoons, according to a survey
conducted by a new citizens'
group .
NBC's Buck Rogers is the
most violent prime time series,
averaging 26 violent acts per
hour, and CBS' The Dukes of
Hazzard is ranked second with
17 per hour, the group said.
On Saturdays, The Bugs
Bunny-Roadrunner Show on
CBS averaged 50 violent acts per
hour, more than twice the
overall Saturday morning
average of 24, it said.
The findings were reported
this past week by the National
Coalition
on
Television
Violence, a group formed to try
to reduce television portrayal of
violence.
American Cynamid Co,,
maker of Breck, Pine-Sol and
Old Spice, was listed as sponsor
of the most violent prime time
shows, with 63 percent of its ads
on high-violence programs.
General Mills sponsors the most
violence on Saturday mornings,
with 78 percent of its ads on
high-violence programs, the
group said.
The
National
Citizens
Committee for Broadcasting
first monitored TV for violence
after television violence reached
an all-time high in 1975-76.
Some decrease was recorded in
1977 following pressure from
ParentTeachers
Association
groups, churches and schools.
But coalition spokeswoman
Sally Steenland said despite
continued efforts there has been
no major decrease in television
violence since then, and that is

the reason for creation of the
new group.
"Americans experience at
least I 00 times more violence on
TV than they experience in real
life," said Thomas Radecki, a
psychiatrist who chairs the
coalition.
"The
immediate
and
cumulative effects of watching
so much violence on television
have proven quite damaging .
The American public has the
right to know who is presenting
this violence and on which
programs."
A violent action was defined
in the study as "deliberate and
hostile use of overt force by one
individual against another."
NBC averaged 7.5 violent acts
per hour for the worst prime
time program record, the group
said. ABC was second with 5.1
violent acts per hour and CBS
was third with 4.9.
The group found that 31
percent of the prime time
programs
contained
no
definable violence and another
I 5 percent haJ low violence
ratings, but 28 percent had 10
violent acts per hour for a high
violence rating.
The average prime time
program had six violent acts per
hour.
The group found four times as
much violence on children's
programming as during prime
time. Subtracting 12 minutes for
commercials, the Bugs BunnyRoadrunner Show averaged
more than one violent act per
minute, it said.

Imagination Sparks 'Nutcr~cker'
Ethan Hay
Tchaikovsky's traditional ballet,
The Nutcrackf!r, was presented not
so traditionally Friday through
Sunday in Popejoy Hall by the
Oakland Ballet Company and the
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra.
Popejoy's 1980 production of the
famous Christmas ballet was given
a lighter and much more
imaginative approach than last
year's more traditional performance by the Houston Ballet.
The story centers around a little
girl, Marie (in some productions
known as Clara ), who receives a
toy
nutcracker
from
her

mysterious,
magical
Uncle
Drosselmeyer. That night, Marie
dreams that her gift nutcracker is
really a prince, and he fights and
wins a battle against the terrible Rat
King, another present given to her
brother by Uncle Drosselmeyer,
Marie's nutcracker orince takes her
on a fantastic voyage through the
Land of Snow to the Kingdom of
Sweets, where candies come to life
and dance before her eyes.
In this production, many scenes
traditionally done in a large,
grandiose fashion were toned
down, giving a lighter, more
personal approach to the show. The
Christmas scene, for example,

usl!ally produced as a large
Christmas party by Marie's
parents, became a family gathering,
the only visitors being the "magical
Uncle Drosse!meyer" and his shy
nephew. The "magical Uncle
Drosselmeyer" became "Uncle
Drossetmeyer the Magician," as he
pulled colored handkerchiefs and
flower bouquets from his hat and
made his toy presents come alive to
the children's delight.
Possibly the biggest outgrowth
from the tradition in this
prodllction was the relationship
between Marie and the shy nephew
who
'l.Ccompanies
Uncle
continued on page 11

All three networks had
massive amounts of cartoon
violence, with CBS highest at 31
acts per hour, followed by ABC
at21 and NBC with 19.

TV Gets Out of Hand
Commmentary by
Bob Griffin

Arts Editor
Once again somebody is telling us
how violent television programs
are.
It's amazing to me how many
organizations have felt the need to
tell the public how violent T.V.
shows are. Time after time it's been
said that one show is more violent
than annther or one network is
more violent than another.
Sometimes the message is empirical
and sometimes it's just emotional.
Then there are the studies that
indicate the television watching
habits of the populace. Those can
broken down into many catagories
such as the ones that show how
many hours a day the average
American child watches that
almighty tube. Did you know it's
now over six hours a day? Six
hours,every day, day in and day
out. That's more time than the
average child spends in class, and
school is only five days a week, nine
months a year.
What all these studies seem to
saying is that at best, the medium of
television is without a social and
cultural redeeming value. In fact

what these "violence in television"
studies are saying is that the
medium is doing more harm than
good.
All of the information put forth
by these studies are painfully clear
to me. Is this plethora of .in·
formation supposed to be
newsworthy? Can't people see how
television has changed us as a
species.
Yes, humans are still social
creatures, most everybody still likes
a good "get-together." But the next
time you're at a partY or when just
a few friends get together, watch
what affect a television has to
conversation. Sure, anybody can
talk during a commercial, but when
J .R.. comes back on the screen, or
Buck Rodgers blasts an alien, or
Fonzle combs his hair, to utter a
word is an unpardonable sin. After
all •'we" might miss what he said!
Not only does
television restrict conversation, it
manipulates it. Who shot J.R.?
I guess it's a testament to the
television as an invention, as all
entity. The people involved ill its
introduction some thirty years ago
had no idea that the box should
have had a nameplate on it, and
that nameplate should read,
"Pandora.''
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Appearing December 2, 1980

8pm

Woodward Lecture Hall, University of New Mexico
Tirkrts nl'fliln/rlt• nl 1/u• door l!rt; t'l't'llill,f? of IIJt• ft•durt•

UNM Students wilD $100 • General Audience $2.00
AN ASUNM SPEAKER'S COMMITTEE PRESENTATION
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National Grant To Aid
Southwest Humanities
The rich cultural heritage of the
Hispanic Southwest is virtually
absent from the curricula of
elementary and secondary schools
in New Mexico and Arizona, but a
new institute at the University of
New Mexico will try to correct the
problem.
·
Supported by a $70,800 grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH), the
Humanities Curriculum Institute is
the only Hispanic program in the
nation funded by NEH and the only
NEH grant given to a college of
education.
Dr. Manuel J ustiz, director of
UNM's Latin American Programs
in Education and director of the
project, said, "The institute will
provide intensive graduate course
work in Hispanic colonial
civilization with an emphasis on the
Southwest. Consultants from the
departments of history, modern
languages,
elementary
and
~ccondary education and from the
New Mexico State Department of

Up
~rdee
DcadiiM for LIP SERVICE is noon the
day before the announcement Is to run.
Nl\1 PlltG Board of Directors- Pick up
P.I.R.G. Petitions at 1007 Mesa VIsta
Hall, return by Dec. 1, elections Dec. 4.
For information, call Z17-27~7.
AI'O, UNM's Coed Service Or&"anlzatlon
- Is having a meeting Monday, Dec,lln
the SUB, room 231E at 7:30 p.m. All
Interested people are Invited to come.

I
'

Education, will assist curriculum
leaders from Arizona and New
Mexico in a thorough analysis and
evaluation of the humanities
curricula being userl in their
schools.
He said each of the curriculum
leaders "
administrators and
teachers - will prepare a plan to
enrich the humanities curricula of
their schools through systematic
incl11sion of the study of Hispanic
civilization.
"This is an ambitious undertaking because of the many
kinds of expertise which must be
brought to bear on the problem,"
Justiz said. "The elementary and
secondary education departments
of our college have been deeply
involved in the development of the
institute."
The institute will also serve as an
outreach activity of UNM's Latin
American Institute. In addition, the
new Southwest Hispanic Research
Institute at UNM will have input on
the curriculum project.
·•we want to help establish a
linkage between the states of New
Mexico and Arizona and help
public school personnel and
students understand the historic
roots and cultural and linguistic ties
that the two states have in common
with Spanish civilization," Justiz
said.
Dr. Jane Granger, a former
research associate in the !JNM
College of Education who helped
draft the original institute proposal,
said, "The need to know the story
of Hispanic colonial civilization continued on page 11

o,

Lichtenstein Circus To Perform at UNM
The Royal Lichtenstein I I 4 Ring
Circus is scheduled to appear at
UNM Tuesday, Dec. 6, on the
central mall at noon.
The all new 1980-81 edition of
the traveling show includes an
expanded managerie, an aerial act,
jugglers, acrobats, magicians and
clowns.
Now on its ninth annual national
tour of over forty states, the
world's smallest complete circus
features the acrobatic and juggling
antics of Steve Vacha from

Nebraska; the rota bola skills and
single trapeze act of Albuquerque's
Stephen Desaulniers; illusions by
Chris French of California; and
sleight of hand and eccentric
juggling by John 0' Laughlin of
Colorado. The menagerie, including five different species of
trained animals, will be under the
direction of ringmaster-founder,
Nick Weber.
Also part of the upcoming
performance will be two narrated
mime fables. Neighbors recounts

the adventures of a rodent odd
couple as they practice the Golden
Rule and The Impossible Steam pits
an extremely altruistic and idealistic
switch, "engine against the
challenges of work-a-day reality."
There are over fifteen acts
scheduled in the show which,
quoting the Minneapolis Tribune, is
"A delight. Excellent mime and
magic and humor." So Tuesday at
noon, what's going on on the
central mall should be an eyeful.

Grant To Help Humanities
continued from page 10
the historic, social and aesthetic
manifestations of 16th to 19th
century Spain and its colonies in the
Americas and the persistent effects
of that culture - is important
throughollt the schooling experience of youngsters in the
Southwest.
Witho11t
such
knowledge they cannot participate
fully in the society around them."
She said current teaching of
Hispanic civilization in Southwest
schools is rare and usually treated
superficially.
"School curricula are not us11ally
designed to present a thorough,
unbiased, systematic study of
Hispanic civilization," Granger
said, "The Jack of accurate,
comprehensive
Hispanic
humanities studies can be attributed
to a lack of adequate background
on the part of educators and to the
absence of well integrated courses
of study in this area."

J ustiz said participants will be
selected from a list of nominations
made by New Mexico and Arizona
state education departments. Each

SALE

Courses taught at the institute
will inc! ude Hispanic colonial
civilization and curriculum design
and development. Field trips to
historic sites will also be held,
"Because this is the only
program of its type,' • Justiz said,
"NEH will consider continuing the
program for a two- to three-year
period. 1 hope this will become a
demonstration project that can give
assistance to neighboring states
such as Texas and Colorado, which
have similar cultural roots to New
Mexico and Arizona. We think this
can become an exemplary institute
that will contribute a number of
published materials on the contributions of Hispanic culture to
our lives.''

'Nutcracker' Produced Well
continued from page 9
Drosselmeyer and later fixes the
nutcracker after it is accidently
broken. When the nutcracker
comes alive in Marie's dream, he
looks exactly like the nephew of
Uncle Drosselmeyer (the same
dancer plays both parts).

The Kingdom of Sweets, usually
a group of short dances by the
various candies with each trying to
outdo the others, is also modified
by the Oakland Ballet. A Master of
Ceremonies (remarkably resem-

Grand Opening
GE Full Featured
CB Mobile or Base
List 129 95 Now 66° 0

participant will be required to
attend an orientation session in
February, 1981, the summer institute in July, 1981 and a concluding session in November, All
sessions will be held at UNM. One
regional meeting within driving
distance of P&rticipants' homes will
also be held.

bling Uncle Drosselmeyer!) brings
on each confection with a flurry of
arm gestures as a show for Marie
and the nutcracker prince. Though
over-acted, the Master of
Ceremonies character gave a more
complete theme to the Kingdom of
the Sweets.
The Oakland Ballet, which
rotated performers throughout the
production, made Friday's performance smooth and cohesive,
and with imagination, made it a
very pleasant (and "Christmasy,"
if you will) performance for all.

Arts and Activities
Art Shows
Albuerqoo Museum Selections from Permanent
Collections, through Jan. 5, 1981; Fossils of New Mexico,
through Friday, Dec. 19; NewTown and the Ra!lroad Boom
Years 188Q-1912 will show through Oct. 1981; and Old Town.
A Walking Tour of History In Architecture which includes a
free tour. For lnfomatlon about the tours call766-7878. Also,
"Here and Now,•• 35ArUsts in New Mexico,
UNM Art l\luseum - has a photography exhibition, works
by William DeLappa and Ann Noggel through Sunday, Dec.
7 In the North Gallery. The museum Is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 7 tolO p.m.lt Is
also open Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m. Admission
is free.
Mariposa Gallery - Jennifer Lind and Allan Walter Ceramics. Christine and Mark Hickman - Jewelry,
bracelets and belt buckles showing through Dec. 31.
Adobe Gallery - featuring Indian Malden Nativity,
"Nactmlentos" and Lithographs by R. c. Gorman, Earl
Blss, Kevin Redstar, Ed Singer and Fritz Beholder through
Jan. 10. The gallery Is open through Christmas Eve every
night UJ~tll9 p.m except Sunday, which is untlle p.m.
'lbe ASA Gallery - ls having Its tina! show of the semester.
A mixed media shaw will be !n the main gallery. Featuring
work by UNM students In sculpture, photo-linen, and
palntlng.The show Is entitled "Chinook/North by Southwest." At the same time the gallery will be showing
photographs by Ken White, MFA Graduate from UNM In
1978. The ASA Gallery Is located In the basement of the SUB
across from the Theatre,
Indo· American Art Show- presented by UNM and the New
Mexico Union Galleria. Displayed will be art from South
America, local Hispanic artists and Indian artists from
Santa Fe. Opening night reception will be Sunday, Dec, 1 at
3 p.m. in the Galleria basemenent floor of SUB. Admission
is free for opening night, refreshments will be provided and
music will be by Alma. For more ln!ormatlon contact
David Vlgll at277·6492 or277-2331.
MerldiRll Vontemporary Gallery - 220 Central S. W. will
open a new exhibition on Sunday, Dec. 7, honoring new
members; Mary Calrd, Tom Feldvebel, Betty Colbert and
Tina Fuentes, as well as gallery "regulars." There will be a
reception on Dec. 7 frpm S to 6 p.m. and the exhibition will
continue through Dec. 31. Gallery hours are 11 a.m. to 4
p.m .. Wednesday through Saturday, and Sundayl to4p.m.

Music
Handel's "Messiah" - presented by the UNM department
of music on Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 8:1~ p.m. In Popejoy Hall
In English and Saturday, Dec. 6 at 7:30p.m. In the Central
United Methodist Church, 215 Pine N.E., In Spanish. Call
277·4402 for ticket lnformation.
'The UNM Voncert Choir and the Orcheotra or Santa Fe presents Handel'.s "Messiah" part I, and the HaUejuh

Choruses from part ll on Sunday, Dec. 7 at a p.m. Sweeny
Center In Santa Fe. For tickets call the Orchestra Box
Office In La Fonda at 988·4640.
UNM Jaz~ BRllds - with Jeffrey Piper directing will
perform at Popejoy Hall on Sunday, Dec. 7 at 8:1~ p.m.,
with guest artist. Lanny Morgan on the saxophone. Call '7178121 for Information.
For the following six events In Keller Hall, call the Fine
Arts Box Office at '717·4402 for ticket Information:
Guitar Recital - by Senior James Slslak In l<eller Hall,
Monday, Dec.1 at8:16 p.m.
Flute Recltlll- by Senior KaUty Becktellln Keller Hall at
8:15p.m on Tuesda:"r•, Dec, 2.

l'lano Redial - by Senior Mtu:'le A..Dominguez In Keller
Hall at 8:15p.m. an Thursday, Dec. 4.
Flute Recltal- by Senior Paula Higgins In Keller Hall at 4
p.m. on Friday, Dec. 6.
l'lano Recital - by Graduate Student Stephen Montoya In
Keller Hall on Saturday, Dec. 6 at 4 p, m.
UNl\1 Early l\luslL Ensemble - directed by Susan Patrick
and FloYd Wllllams, will perform Sunday, Dec. 7 at 8:1~
p.m. In Keller .all.

Theatre
Deptment of Theatre Arlo
- Sophomore Company
presents a collection of one act plays in the Experimental
Theatre .of the Fine Arts Center enUUed "Realatively
Speaking." It will be plays by Eugene I ones co, Thorton
Wilder, and Noel Coward, aU about family relationships.
The performance will run from Tuesday, Dec. 2 through
Sunday, Dec. 7 with a curtain time of 8 p.m. Call the Fine
arts Box Ottlce at277-4402 for ticket Information.
'lbeatre Arts Dance Division - presents In Rodey Theatre
their annual Fall Dance Concert from Thursday, Dec. ~
through Saturday, Dec. 6. For more ln!orematlon call ZT74402.

Activities
Clrouo - The Royal Lichtenstein 1!4 Rlng.Sidewa!k Circus
will be on the UNM Central Mall starUngatnoon, Tuesday,
Dec.2.
Rodey Film Festival - "Cuba: BatUe at the 10,000,000'' by
Chris Marker, 1970 which examines Cuba 11.nd Castro's
response to the 1969-70 sugar crisis. Also, showing will be
"Revolution or Death" by Frank Diamond,198Q whleh
records the violent conntct today between forces of the left
and right In El Salvador. Screenings are in Rodey Theatre
on Sunday, Dec. 7 at 7:8Q p.m. Admission Is $2.
Woodcarvlnl' Worklhop - presented by the Albuquerque
Museum. Basic woodcarving techniques wUJ be discussed.
The event occurs Saturday, Dec. 6 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sunday, Dec. 7 from 1 p.m to 4 p.m. at 2000 Mountain
Road N.W. Registration for the workshop muot be by
Friday, Dec. 5 and the tuition !s $20. Call 766-7878 for Jn.
formation.

Craig Digital
with AM FM & Cassette
List 2199 5 Now 9999

BUCK'S AUDIO - Distributor Prices to the Public

.,,

JensenTria~les..
Li~l

8995 Now 3999

SAN KYO

r

- --C.::

.

AM FM with tape
(8 track or cassette)
List 9995
Now4800

Quadmode AM FM
8 Track Recorder Turntable
& 2Speakers
List 300.00
Now 188.00

List 18995 Now 9999

SCS-444Pushbuuon AM/FM stereo
radio and stereo cosselle
player with one-touch
automatic loading

List 17995 Now 7800

'

..

Qdd-a-,earJe

90 Watt RMS Tuner With Amp., Cassette Deck
& 2 Marantz Speakers List 8899~ Now 46995
(similar to ill us.)

SAN YO
In Dash AM FM with tape
ahd 2 Triway 6x9 speakers
List279.90 Now 80.00
(similar to illus.)

FT1495
Hi-POWER AM/FM CASSETTE PLAYER
with 5 or 5 PIJSHBUTTOIII TUNING

243-1069

add more pearls to enhance the n.ecklac. e s. h.e
.
already has. Like the
traditional
look,
forltnolowolry •••
·
your professional Jowolor
ton

or 5 Pushbutton runing

0

5

0
0

33.4 Watts RMS Total Sysfe"'l PowN
Dolby for Tape and FM

List 299.95 Now 155.00
40 oz. 50 waft 3 way 6x9 Speakers
List 79.95 a pair Now 35.00 a pair

Add-a-pearl! The first and
favorite choice on her gift
list. Because the Add-a-pearl
Necklace is naturally beauti·
ful. Made with only naturally
formed pearls of finest quality, it's a precious gift that grows in beauty and value.
Start her Genuine Oriental Pearl Necklace now ... or

Marantz Speakers
List 119°0 each Now 59°0 each
(similar lo illus.)

Acoustic Pioneer Speakers
Now 13°0 each

Save A Buck at Buck's
2116Central S.E.

5 inch AC DC lV
List 15995 Now 99'19

Visa • MasterCharge
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General Stores
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

111 Harvard SE

8117MenauiNE

(across from UNM)

(across from Holfmanfown)
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Sports
Maine Moose
Watch Out
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPl)-The
state
wildlife commissioner
recommends repeating Maine's
cxp~rimental moose hunting season
even though public opinion
prohibits the killing of enough
moose to control their herd size.
In a post -season report to Gov.
Joseph E. B1ennan, Wildlife
Commissioner Glenn Manuel said,
"An annual harvest of I ,000 moose
is far below the level that will likely
be needed to adequately manage
moose, but it is felt any proposal
which provides for a higher number
of (hunting) permits would face
significant opposition at this time."
Manuel recommended the Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Department
oversee another moose season in
1981 and issue up to I ,000 hunting
permits.

l <I(;AfHl IN THE< BASEMENT OF Till; SUB

Wrestling Team Takes 5th
The University of New
Mexico wrestlers took one first
place, two thirds, three fourths,
and placed fifth overall in the
nine
team
Las
Vegas
Invitational.
Kevin
Jackson
beat
Christianson of Northern
Colorad~ 6--2 to capture the
1901b. event. 167lb. Clarence

Seven hundred hunters were
selected by lottery and purchased
permits this year to participate in
the state's first moose hunting
season allowed since 1935. Each
hunter was permitted to bag only
one moose during the Sept. 22-27
experimental season in northern
Maine.
Officials said 635 moose were
killed during the season - three
fourths of them males.
In his nine-page report, Manuel
said another moose season "will
provide Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife the flexibilitY needed to
carry out a sound moose
management program."

Laster and 158lb. Doug Rice
took thirds in their respective
weights and !421b. Lenny
Lovato, 126lb. Bob Reed and
150lb. Mike Baker finished
fourth at their events.
The Lobos will face Wyoming
Wednesday night at Johnson
Gym. The Cowboys finished
third in the same UNL V meet.

Editors Pick Ali
College sports editors participating in the Miller 125 poll
selected Muhammad Ali as the alltime greatest athlete.
Ali's name appeared on 129 of
the I 50 ballots cast.
Also included in the top five
finishers were Babe Ruth, Wilt
Chamberlain, O.J. Simpson and
Mark Spitz.
Rounding out the top ten were
Pele, Jack Nicklaus, Henry Aaron,
Jim Brown and Jim Thorpe.

Lobo Football Awards

Lobos Win Contest with Aggies

The Lobo football awards are
given by the sports editor of the

Da\idSahd

Lobo.
Most Valuable: Bob Shupryt
Most Improved: David Hood
Most Team Spirited: Joe
Juraszek
Leadership Award: Brad Wright
Next Season Hopefuls: Jerry
Apodoca, Greg Azar, Derwin
Williams, Michael Johnson, Denny
Allen and David Osborn.
Not So Serious Awards
Best Memory: Michael Johnson
("I know the hospital is around
here ... somewhere.")
Most Articulate: Dennis Spencer
("MMmmmmmm mmmmmm").
Best Imitation of One's Mother:
Nathan Ham.
Best Line: Jimmy Sayers ("Come
over for dinner"
"What are we having for dinner,
Jimmy?"
"Drinks.")
Most Nicest: Ben Schultz,
De(win Williams and Chuck
Esquivel.
Team Models: (Always wanting
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The Lobo's Chrisbnas Issue

to get their picture taken) Frank
Giddens and Denny Allen.
Most Funny: Bob Shupryt and
Jimmy Sayers.
Names Misspelled the Most:
Robin Gabriel and Joe Juraszek
Best All-Around: Pete Parks
Most Concussions In One
Season: Mark Biren
Has the Most Fans: Huey
Chancelior

Nick GreenwaU

Mutt Reinert

BALLROOM DANCING
International Style

RUDOLFO ANAYA
&
JOSE GRIEGO y MAESTAS
autographing
Stories of the
Hispanic Southwest

C UENTOS :

title.
But how muny offer you a really important job?
In the Navy. you get one us soon usyou cam your com•
mission. A jub with responsibility. A job that rt'<(uircs skill and
leaders hill• A job thut's more thun just u job, bce:mse it's ltlso un
uclvcnturc.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for,
Contact:
Officer Progn1ms
P.O. Box 86()7
Albuquerque. N.M. 87108
cull (505) 766-2392

UNM BOOKSTORE
We hope you 'II join us
lor coHee & books!

so"'

A light bulb
could be
jeopordizing
.YOUr educotion.
Electricity
moy
represent only 18 percent of UNm's energy
consumption, but it
devours 60 percent of
the dollors spent here
each yeor on energy.
And eoch dollor spent
to keep poce with
scoring energy costs is
o dollo.r rerouted from
the
study · of
Sho.kespeore,
Sorte
ond Solk.
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Texas Instruments
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TJ Business Analvst·JT\1
Economi~al busines;; student calculator \\ith function~
to ~oh·e ttme-money. profit margin and stati;;tieal
problems. Four functton me:nor;:. Rechargeable battel;: and AC' adapter charger available. Comes with
reference book. Ke!fi! to Jfone!f Jfauaqemnd. \1nvl
CarTJ'case.
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Come in and see the Tlline. We have more TI
specialized calculators and programmables. too!

Tl·1010
T1·30SP
Tl·50
Tl-55 ' . '

..

$2.00
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I
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>J2>5
S159S
S323S
s3s•s

TI·58C ....... .. ' S]]{0J
TI·PCl OOC ......... '200>'>
TI·BAH ............. 535'"
. ...... S4SCD
TI·BAII Exec
'

TI·Bus. Card
Tl·ln•es!.Anai;'Sl .
TI·D<Jiachron
Tl-5025 ' '

S37';
551 <;
S35~S

>69' 5

Sale ends December 24. Quan!ities iimiled

2122 Central SE
243-1777
UNm Energy ConservoMn Progrom
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Do your port
for educotion.
Punch someone's
lights out.

FINE ARTS MAGAZINE

i
4
"

~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Tl-59.

UNM'S LITERARY AND

Marron Hall 131

HenJerson were h)sr for {!le ..;eJ:~\_"n,

TIS9

"" \. \
ceY
\. \\. ~

,,, fc'r a fe\1 game<, the L,,b,,;
11 ould be in serious trouble.
In contrast to Friday night.
e1 eryone played a g,,od game for
L':\~1 against State. Hender-.c>n
again led the 1\ ay, scoring ~0 points
and grabbing a game leading 13
rebounds. But Page t\,und his shN
and ti.Jrmer reserve Tonv Per<lev
11ho started the game and "ere -J..e;·
facwr; in the Lobo's earlv lead.
Page scored :!6 points and shot
0\ er 50 percent from the field.
~!any of his scores carne off 0f
three point plays, as the Aggies
could not control the All-America
candidate e\·en when thev double·
·
teamed him.
"We ran the ball and made ~1ur
shots." said Page, .:omparing the
Aggie game to the Colorado game.
"I \\asn't 1\0rried about scaring. I
1\ent out and played the game. I
just let things happen and hoped
that I would get my shot down. ••
Everything went well for Page
and for his team. They jumped an
the Aggies from the very start and
accumulated a ~5 point lead by
halftime.
But the Lobos seemed determined to apply ~1urph~··s Law to
the game. If State had a chance to
cat.:h-up, they would. And that is
exacth· what happened. "1 wasn't
continued on page 15

Pr09fommoble
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cot\

n:gh:. :\0! e\ ayboJ> is going 10
>h.:>.:>t :hi> bad!) every night. E\ en
Kenny did not shoot well anJ he
ah\ay> bust>.
"Everyone shot poorly- ex.::ept
Jerome. He shot the ball \\ell."
Duggin \\as !\\ o of seven from the
Ooor and No fur two from the free
thro" line.
Henderson was the lone bright
spot for the Lobos playing against
another .:enter with a heh!ht and
\\eight ad\antage. "l did not have
any trouble against him (Cooper),"
said the big lllan. "I ha,·e to
rebound. A lot of players hale
height on me, but I can make up for
that with my quickness."
:-o;ot only did Henderson s.:ore 14
points, pull down 10 rebounds, and
keep the Lobos in the game, but he
displayed a hustle uncommon to
most big men, "People say I have
matured. f have tO go OUt and do
what it takes to wia," said the Lobo
center
That hustle was e1ident the next
night as the enthusiastic junior
center Jed his team to a much
needed victory o1·er the Aggies of
New ~texico State. Henderson
played tenac.ious defense against a
much smaller team. He totaled five
blocked shots, and was the Lobo's
main intimidator on defense.
On one play he din:d after a
loose ball and landed on the other

Texas Instruments

MONDAY, DEC. 1st

from 2:00 to 4:00

s.iJ~ \.,f the L0b0 i:len..:h. l\.:"~!~vn
lo,,i.ed 01 er to make q:re that h1s
k'ne center \\a> n,,t miured. [f

For Additional Information Caii26S.4890

At Outdoor Shop
Cross-country skiing and
camping eqUipment can be rented
through the UNM Intramurals
Department Outdoor Shop in room
107 of Johnson Gym.
The shop has cross-country skis,
boots and poles. Since the shop has·
only 38 pairs of skis it is recommended to reserve them the
Monday before they are needed.
The shop also has camping gear
especially designed for the winter
such as snow shoes and sleeping
bags good to 15 degrees below zero.
The shop is open Monday
through Thursday from noon until
1:30 p.m. and Monday mornings
from 8 until 9:30. Friday the shop
is open from I p.m. until 4 p.m.
and on the weekends it is open from
noon until 4:30 p.m. Their phone
number is 277-5151.

~.,,ne ~.,,f the t-c~t shv~xer~ 0n
L..:>cc' >quaJ, not~ that, "\1\
rr:.0tk"'n \\as n0t right. It w~s a b~.hi

~he

Christmas Sale

'Group lessons covering lmperiai'S15'l::l~ty'Al\iafe'l:(frt'li!d'al;
test requirments and preparation for professional exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who are alreadv
teaching. We have maintained a
100% pass record for 20vears.

Rental Equipment

Don't miss it

A lot of cornp:mics will offer you an important sounding

Ftrst :ear .:oa.:h Gary Cv!sorL\
lobos los: their home •Jrener :o the
high!) to\Jted Ca!orad0 Buf:'alos
77-65 Friday night, but boun.:ed
ba~k the next eyening to rout ar·
-:hrhal :-o;ew :O.Iexi-:o Stare a: the Pit
9". "9.
·'If I could only win one of those
games, I would pick the State
game," said Colson. The lobos did
everything that they had to do to
win both contests, the onlv dif·
ference between the Colorado. game
and the State game being- the
shooting percentages.
Colson believed that in order to
\\in the first two games Jerome
Henderson would have to be a
dominant factor on the court.
"Jerome ruled the boards," said
Colson.
But against the Buffalos,
Henderson's excellent statistics
were not enough to o\·ercome a 37
percent shooting night by his
teanunates. The 6' 10" center was
the leading rebounder in the game,
grabbing one more board than his 7
foot opponent Joe Cooper.
Henderson was also six of II
from the field, while going two for
two from the charity stripe. The
rest of the team had no such luck,
however, as even scoring machine
Kenny Page shot a dismal 29
percent from the field, scoring only
16 points.
Senior Da~id Duggin, who is

Playoff Schedule
Playoffs in the intramural
basketball programs will be held
this week and all games, except the
finals in mens' 5-10 and under, will
be held at Johnson Gym.
Game dates and times are as
follows:
Mens' 5-10 and under: Monday,
4 p.m: Spain vs. Student Vets,
Buwalls vs. Nomads. 5 p.m: Hot
Shots vs. R-X, Dealers vs. Law
School.
Tuesday, 4 p.m: Lakers vs.
Wildcats, Los Malos vs. the winner
of the Spain vs. Student Vets game.
5 p.m. Sigma Chi vs. the winner of
the Buwalls vs. Nomads game, Sig
Bps vs. Los Hijos. 6 p.m: Seamen
vs. the winner of the Hot Shots vs.
R-X game, Fiji vs. Runners. 7 p.m:
The winners of the Dealers vs. Law
School game vs, Pikes, B-52's vs.
Scrappy Doo.
Winners of Tuesdays' games will
advance to the quarter-finals which
will be played Thursday at 4 and 5
p.m.
The winners Thursday will play
Friday in the semi-finals at 4 p.m.
and the two teams that win on
Friday will play for the championship at 5:15 p.m. Saturday at
the pit.
The womens S-5 and under finals
will be played at 5 p.m. Friday with
Little Scums playing the winner of
the La Fuerza vs. Tri Delts game
which will be6 p.m. Thursday

n0:ed a~

[iJ]

American Express.
Mastercard and
Visa Welcome
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~----ARE YOU----~
Interested In Q c<lreer In
'DENTAL HYGIENE (2 yr. progr<lm) or
DENTAL ASSISTING (1 yr. progr<lm)?

Sports

I

For Recruitment Info Contact:
Director of Dental Programs
Novitski Hall (North Campus)

Lobo Women Finish Second
~e-;-::
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All This Week
CUT your ties with the past during our "Great
Ring Exchange!" Trading your old lOK gold high
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could
save you as much as $40-$90
·

CUT the cost c;Jf a traditional or contemporary
Siladium ring to just $74.95 - a special ArtCarved
"Ring Week" discount up to $15-$20

CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring
from our exciting new "Designer Diamond Collection."

Any way you cut it, next week is the best week to select your ArtCarved class ring!
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.Ab.cut

ITORE

Deposit required. MasterCharge or VISA accepted.

2122 Central SE
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contmued from page 13
worried," said Page. "We had the
better team, and I knew that we
would .:ome through."
The Aggies received a 14 point
scoring streak from Paul Atkins
and Ernest Patterson to elipse the
Lobo's lead to six. But when
Duggin .:arne into the game at the
point guard position, the squad
coUected itself and built its lead
back up to 18 points, the final
margin of\ictory.
Besides :he consistent play of
Page and Henderson, Persley was
probably the main factor in the
Lobos' early lead. State was
Persley's first start, replacing
junior Larry Tarrance at the
foward position.
The 6'6'. fo;>..ard scored 14 points
in the tim half and grabbed four
rebounds igniting his team in the
opening minu:es of the game.
Tarrance also played a good game,
coming off of the bench to grab
eight rebounds, and start several
Lobo fast breaks with outlet passes.
Said Persley of his performance,
"I accomplished a goal. I don't
know how pennanent, but I will

~ Extra Income

--o

Qp,p,ortunity

!he f;cals b--::..

Lobos Lose Game to Colorado
adjust to what ever my role is. time, and neither are ±:~ ~:!:.!~
Starting a game is what I've players.''
wanted. 1 don't know how long it
ln fact, most of the Lc';c ~c:a:;:::s
"'ill last but I will adjust.''
doubt if Page "'ill e\ersnJC! ::ke 1:~
Henderson described the dif- did against Colorado again.
fernce in his team's performance
The Lobos' next con:es: -..::: ':-:
from Friday night and Saturday. against East Texas S!ate a: ::::~ P:~
"We're not supposed to lose to the on Saturday, Decemb<:r 6. T'p-c::
Aggies. If you lose to anyone, you time is 7:35p.m.
don't lose to them."
He also cited his team's ability to
get its running game going, and the
fact that they shot 20 percentage
points better against the Aggies.
"We play better when we run, and
that's what we did to the Aggies,"
said Henderson.
Page added that the teams
scoring and rebounding "'as more
balanced. "Evcr>·one did a good
job,'' said the 6'3" "'ir.g g-,Jard.
"The other teams can't -won:
about me all the time ~>.hen !l:e
other guys arc scoring too."
The Lobos lost their first hc:r.e
opener in 20 years agains~
Colorado, but that is no:
necessarily an indication of .,.,l:a:
the entire \eason is going to be like.
As Colson put it, "Kenny is n:::
going to shoot like that all of t::~

-------------------------••<Jttt
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BIRP-:"<EW MEXICO INC will pay you an extra
2 cents per pound bonus or 27 cents per pound
for aluminum cans with th(• c.oupon below
For your Holiday Cash Bonus bring your
aluminum cans and coupon to thP BIRP (enter
nearest you
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© ArtCarved College Rings
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. SYMBOLIZING YOUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE.
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COLLEGE RINGS
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--------J--------~--------1-------Pick your favorite ArtCarved class ring. Cut it out.
Keep it with you for a while. Get an idea what it's
like to own the ring that says, "I did it!"
Then, next week, have the genuine article fitted
by, the ArtCarved representative visiting campus.
For one week only, you'll have our newest selection
of ring styles to choose from - and a specialist
who will make sure the fit is perfect. Plus, there
will be some incredible ArtCarved offers to cut the
cost of your class ring . . .
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Date

Hours

Dec.2
Dec.3
Dec . 4
Dec.5

8:30-12:00 1 :00-6:00
8:30·12:00. 1:00-6:00
8:30· 12:00 1 :00-6:00
8:30-1:00
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Da11y Lobo
1. Personals
.!AYI'II~I,LE-GOOD

DAY

to

my

~~n~-~~h=ln=e~·~y~ou=r~A~d~m~Jr~e~r~·--~~~~~/1

K.l>.. YOU CAN beat on my bongos
, lli)~Ume_. A pcrsph·Jng musician,
12/1

JCJ-YCIC1 H4 Rick said compatibility, but
you admit It's foregone question. WIJo
knows yo11r stuuuuuuuiff so we)!?
Gaeyl.
1~1
ecJNCEl''fiONS SW HOUDAY Special!
<~luiatmas package of ail three Issues of
ConrPptlons Southwest. $3 now through
IJe(•embm·lO. Marron Hall, room 131.
12/1
THI•]
S'l'UDENT
VE'l'ERANS
Assoelatlon wlll hold Its last meeting or
the semester December 2, In the chlld·
12/2
cure co-op.
l'IZZA. (!ITY SPI~CiAL. One slice of
l'ht>PSIJ pizza and hot chocolate for $1.00
wlth this ad. 127 Harvard S.E., lf., block
Routh of Central. Ad good through
IlN'!'miJ~r 7th.
12/li
oiiu~J:(f1•AC FOOi). CHIMP, good.
Alllo, a doll!tr brl'akfalll: Two eggs,
potatoes, toast, jam. ,fao-Jao's Place,
G<JOO C~>nlruJ S.l\l. 255-0311.
12/5
'rJ•iXAS.- l•'I,Of{.lDA, MISSOURI,
Hawall, Carolina, :mngland. and now
Nolrt> DfUnl'. What's next? Welcome
baclt. ll's not Hawaii, but it's homo. See
.vou soon. -Tile little Lobo.
1211
'l'Hl~ BAH' A'I FAITH unifies humanity.
Info; Box 60, UNM.
~/15
6()'1\[E TO UNM Ballroom Dance Club's
fabulous fall formal, December 6th
from 8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m. In SUB
Ballroom! Advance ticket sales: $3.00
members, $5.00 non-m€.mbers. (277-151574
or81l1·3087J.
12/li
CONTACTS??
POLISHING??
SOLUTIONS?? Cflsey Optical Com•
puny. 265-8846.
tfn
L'RI•JGNANCY TESTING & COUN·
l'!I<:t,!NG. Phone247-9819.
tfn
PASSPORT AND IDENTIFICATION
11hotos. a for $5.00!! lowest prices In
town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE.
tfn
ACCURATE INFOF{.MATION ABOUT
contmceptlon, sterllJzatlon, abortion.
Right to Chooso. 294-0171.
tfn
HAPPY I GOT the new "fashion colour
gmdlent lens tint" when I bought my
prescription glll!lses. I Jove them.
PayLess
Opticians,
International.
(Across the street from LaBelle's at
50()7 M!'naul). 2!!1!·!!000.
ttn

2. Lost & Found
LOST: GLASSES IN 207 Mitchell;
"Ll'slie" on earpiece. 290-8571.
~/2
l<'OUND: TWO I<EYS on gold neck
chain near LaPosada onll/24. Describe
and claim at 131 Marron Hall.
~/3
li'OUND: GRAY PLASTIC, mirror lens
glasses In Journalism Building, on
11/20. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
~/2
FOUND: IN PARKING Jot across from
University: black pair of gloves. Come
to Marron Hall131 to claim.
~/2
I<'OUND: SMALL, WHITE lamb (with
t·ntlle Inside) near Woodward Hall on
11/20. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
~/2

3.

Services

CHRISTMAS CARPS/FRAMED pieces
ral!lgrnphed, only $.25/address; many
colors. 268-8776.
12/15
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS, resumes.
209·8070.
12/15
ENGLISH TUTOR-WRITING
problems, CST. Steve Fox, 265-8675.
12/15
TYPING: EXPERIENCED, SPEEDY.
IBM Selectric. 299-1355.
12/5

TYPING, TU'rORING, LANGUAGE
skll!s. 266-41567.
~/115
CLASSICAL GUITARIST WILL play for
weddings, parties, special occalslons.
Also, private Instruction. 242·8930. ~/4
'l'YPING-EXPEF{.IENCEP ALL
phalles College work. 292."'360, 293-7547.
12/15
PROFESSIONAL 'I'YPIST.
IBM
Seloctric. Guaranteed accuracy,
reasonable rates. Judy. 821-8607, 299·
7691.
~/10
TYPING, Pf{.OFESSIONAL AND fast,
884-7671 or 836-2220. Debbie.
12/1
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM
Se)ectrtc) and now 3 minute Passport
Photos. No appointment. 268·8515.
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE: A complete
typing and editorial syatem. Technical,
general, legal, medical, scholastic.
Charts & tables. 345-21215.
tfn
TYPING-THESIS, DISSERTATION,
reports, statistical. Call Annita, 2962540.
12/15
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles.
Marc's Guitar Studio. 261Hl3lo.
tfn
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING,
editing, data processing, delivery
service. 268-8776.
12/15

4.

Housing

74 CHEVROLET NOVA. AT, PS, 3150 VS.
Good condition. $1175 or best. 294·5172.

ti
'(j** ti

r-------------------------------''-·--------------,

~/15

~--

Joe.
FORD
ElOO, SWB van. PS, PB, Air,
Auto, 302·2V, low mileage, captain's

~ik~;2itJ~4~~~~~~a~~~2!~:; Call

~/1

GOLD AND SILVER. Top dollar. Call
203-3455.
12/115
GREYHOUND PUPS, $35 each. Fred.
242.7888, 842-0207.
12/1

6.

Employment

SPRING SEMESTER ON-Campus
employment. The New Mexico Union
Food Service Is now taking applications
for part time work/study; non.
work/study employment starting
January 19, Stop In between 1:30 and
4:30 at the Food Service office and leave
an application wlth Jeannette. Bring
along your Spring class schedule. 12/2
NEED STUDENTS FOR our College
Intern Sales Program. Commission
sales. Average income $8.00·$12.00 per
hour. Flexible work hours. Call Jill at
Northwestern Mutual Life. 883-5360.
12/1
SALES AND STOCK positions, part
time mornings; ¥.: mile from UNM. 256·
0000.
~/3
PART TIME JOB, graduate students
only, Afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to worlt Friday and Saturday
nights. :Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person; no phone calls please. Saveway
Liquor Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E., 51516
Menaul N.E.
12/15
CASH! FOR USED cars and pick-ups!
Call Forrest at 255-9856, 255-9292, 2687362.
11/27
THE LOBO IS taking applications for
salespeople who Will sell new accounts
exclusively. (No accounts furnished.)
Car absolutely necessary. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 133
of Marron Ha.ll; preforably leave
resume.
tfn

8.
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ROOMMATE WANTED: SHARE three
bedtoom house with architect. Must be
l'Xceptlonally neat and quiet. $190.00
plus u lllltles. 242-1695: 255-5836 night.
12/15
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT N.E ..
nice private yard, gas paid. $248, 2982552.
12/2
NOW OR NEXT semester. Need two
gu)•S to share nice three bedroom house
with fireplace, washer/dryer. Greg, 8210237,12 toB p.m.
12/15
ROOM FOR RENT. Large, well
equipped three bedroom house. Near
Coronado. West side.
~/2
HOUS!<1 TO SHARE In Alameda.
$1615/month, Includes utilities. 897-1719,
after six.
~/2
HOUSESITTING ANYWH!l]RE IN New
Mexico. Going away and needing a very
responsible woman to take care of COUPLE NEEDS RIPE going east on
home? I need this situation for intensive or after December 12. (Destination·
study and work. Have car. Call Laurie, Florida). Will help with gas and driving.
24"3-2314, between 4:00 and 6:30 please ..
Call Doug and Laura, collect. 983-2149.
12/115
12/15
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS, MASSUCHUSETTS? CONNECTICUT?
215 Yale Blvd. s.E. at Lead. Studio NEW York, even? I need a ride to New
apartments near stores and UNM. England for Xmas break. I can leave
$180/month, free utilities, $125 de"poslt, after the 19th. I can share driving,
six month lease. No children, pets, or expenses, drinking, etc, I can drive
roommates. See manager at apartment anything. I'd like to take a scenic route
two or call242·8219 or 883·5940.
~/5
(via North Carolina or New Orleans for
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, near example) but anyway Will do. I may be
looking
for a return trtp around New
UNM and TVI. Utilities paid,
$280/month. 440 Princeton. No pets. 2155· Year's. Call me at 204-7003 In the
6131.
12/2 evening if you need a rider. Thanx.
12/15
SPACIOUS ONE AND two bedroom -Josh.
apartments 1h block from UNM. RIDE ONE· WAY TO Detroit, Will share
Laundry facilities, recreation room, driving and ~xpenses. 898·8729 evenings.
12/115
pool, completely furnished. Fireplaces, Can leave 19th of December.
utilities Included. Call266·0011.
~/2
MAZATLAN BY AIR. Three round trip
SUPER SPACIOUS SPOTLESS two excursion tickets; two full fare, one
~/1
bedroom apartment, Fireplace, 9 ft. child. $155.00 each. 345-1316.
closets, excellent furnishings, Insulated IF YOU'RE READING this ad you
for quietness. $350, ututtles paid, No would have found a ride lf there was one
pets, chlldren. UNM area. 842-09215.12/10 advertised here. Follow? Advertise
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near your ride In the Lobo.
UNM & downtown. Bus service every 30
minutes. 1 bedroom or efficiency, from
$205, All utilities paid. Deluxe kitchen
with dlshwashor & disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room & UNTANNED PEER IDPES wanted.
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. 11520 268-4011.
12/15
University N.E. 243-2494.
tfn FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and
photography is located ~ block from
Johnson Gym at 111Cornell S.E, Hours;
11-6, Monday-Frtday. Special order
service.
~/1
65 VW BUG, runs good. $7715, 208-2552.
BEAT THE RUSH. Get your skis tuned
~/2
up with pre-season specials. Action
HITACHI STEREO; NEW, $250. Sports, 7509Menaul N.E. 884-15611. ~/15
Bicycle, $50, Polish Amber Jewelry, 24- TRES LAGUNAS NORDIC Ski Fest,
fiML
~m
December 2 at Okle's: 2:00 p,m.-2:00
1973 DATSUN PICKUP. Great gas a.m. featuring The Planets and Stan
Newman. Drawings for free weekends.
mileage. New parts. $1275. 873·1'137.
12/2
~/3
79 YAMAHA SR500, 7500 miles, prime TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION;
FREE introductory lecture. A simple,
condition. $1400. 243-1563 or 346-4963,
mental technique for
12/2 natural,
72 HARLEY SPORTY 1000• .Rebuilt developement of full potential .. Wed·
motor, new tires, new transmissions. nesday, ~/3, 8:00p.m., SUB 2310. 83612/3
$2500. Call Kevin, 243-7266 after six p.m. 4006.
12/1 TWO WEEKS LEFT!!! Pythlas. ~/1

7.
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Travel

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Pull
5 Majority
9 Papas and
14 Girl's name
15 Hurt
16 "What's In
--?"
17 Bows
18 Bohea: e.g.:
2 words
20 Cool drinks
21 In the know
22 Basest
23 Evita25 Spring sign
27 Ground cover
29 Brother
30 Stupefy
34 Rear
36Sip
38 Stop
39 Bought
shares:
3words
42 Surfeits
43 Fortification
44 Vetch
45 Ogles
46 Color
4 7 Ridicules
49 Strength

51 Lawful
54 Glowers
58 Place
60 Center
61 Hall of
Farner:
2words
63 Nights before
64 Coalesce
65 Slips
66 Dispatched
67 Lunch spot
68 Young steer:
Brit.
69 Card

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN

1 Goblet of old
2 Battery pole
3 Play down
4 Instruction
5 - number
6 Iron ore pigment
7 Camel:
4 words
8 Sawbuck
9 Stone worker
10 Afresh
11 Spouse
12 Iowa city
13 Install
19 Lamb's pen
name

24 Music symbois
26 Engender
28 Roll of bills
30 Weight of
India
31 Hides:
2 words
32 Consumer
33 Seines
34 Church area
35 Excoriate
37 Scatter
38 Suez 40 Affirmative
41 Chart

46 - Hashanah
48 Most pleasant
49- Pan
50 Back: Pref.
52 Peace deity
53 Irritable
54 Poker game
55 Girl's nickname
56 Neat as57 Deserve
59 Experiment
62 Man's nickname

Miscellaneous

5. For Sale

~-~--

....

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
___ times(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Classified Advertising Rates
16' per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms- Cash in advance

Enclosed$._ _ _ Placed by ----~-Telephone~---

Hours 8:00a.m.- 4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Marron Hall Room 131
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

